
 

          Podcast Picks: Six Podcasts for College Students To Listen To Over Break  
Podcasts are the perfect blend of entertainment and education.With their ability 
to be stored in applications on your phone, you can listen to them on the way to 
class or anywhere for that matter.Below is our top six podcast picks, ranging from 
topics such as college life,inspirational stories, politics, and pop culture. Take a 
look at our picks and you might end up adding a few to your playlist!  
 

 
 

 
1. College Info Geek: Thomas Frank and Martin Boehme highlight the best 

academic strategies for students to be successful in college. Learn how to study 
more efficiently, balancing work and school, or dealing among many other topics. 
It doesn’t matter if it’s your first year in college or your last, College Info Geek 
serves as a helpful guide for finding your way in college.  

 

 
 
 
 

2. Ted Talks Daily: Ted Talks is known for their insightful speeches and 
presentations done by experts from their respective fields. Ted Talks Daily offers 
those same speeches on the go, whether you want to become more informed on 
a topic or simply looking for inspiration. 



 

3. The Collective: Found on the Boca Chamber Radio website, The Collective is 
hosted by Sarah Crane and Kirsten Stevens.The podcasts showcases a variety 
of community figures and is a part of the project, Foundation for Collective 
Impact. The Collective was born out of the need they saw in the community for 
convening,for collaboration, and for bringing communities together. Kirsten and 
Sarah interview people involved in nonprofits, for-profits, benefit corporations, 
investors, impact investors, foundations and look at situations in the community.  

 
 

          
 
 

4. AMICUS with Dahlia Lithwick: Hosted by Slate journalist and Supreme Court 
writer, Dahlia Lithwick, AMICUS is described as “a show about the law and the 
nine Supreme Court justices who interpret it for the rest of America.” Dahlia 
covers the Supreme Court cases in 2018 and breaks them down for listeners. An 
informative listen for anyone who is interested in politics, the law, and current 
Supreme Court cases.  
 
 

 
5. Life Unfiltered with Alexa: Alexa Curtis began her blog at the age of 12 as a 

form of self expression. Along with hosting her show, “Fearless Everyday” on 



 

Radio Disney, she manages the podcast, Life Unfiltered with Alexa. She 
interviews people from a variety of different careers from entrepreneurs to social 
media influencers, Curtis tackles contemporary topics and spreads a message of 
fearlessness and confidence.  

 
 

 
 

6. The Rewind with Guy Raz: Take a break from your Spotify playlists to tune into 
The Rewind with Guy Raz. He interviews some of your favorite artists on their 
beginnings and journey to a successful music career. A few of the artists 
interviewed include Nick Jonas, Shawn Mendes, and Kelly Clarkson. This 
podcast is perfect for the student who loves pop culture and gaining insight into 
the behind the scenes of recording artists’ life.  


